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DESCRIPTION OF THE INNOVATION
In October 2015, Colorado’s Secretary of State unveiled Online Certificates, a long-awaited and
significant new service. Our customers can now obtain a Certificate of Fact of Existence, a Certificate of
Fact of Trade Name, a certified copy of a filed document, and a Certificate stating that the attached
documents are all the documents filed for a specific entity. This service is available for all entity records
in our registry, is online 24/7, and is free.
This innovative service has greatly improved internal efficiencies in terms of employee processing and
time requirements. The number of employees processing paper requests decreased. Remaining
employees are now cross training with other work units, broadening our institutional knowledge base
and positioning our office to better handle changing customer needs. Externally, our customers have
been overjoyed at how quick and easy it is to obtain certified documents. In short, this has been a game
changer for our office and our customers.
Figure 1 is an example of a fully executed Certificate of All Documents Filed. Every certificate lists these
key components:
o Entity name
o Entity type and jurisdiction
o Colorado entity ID number
o Document page count (when applicable)
o Dates referencing paper documents worked and efiled documents filed
o Secretary of State’s signature
o Colorado State seal
o Date and time of issuance of certificate
o Confirmation number (unique to each certificate)
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Fig. 1 – Example of Certificate stating that the attached are all documents filed
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PROGRAM HISTORY AND MARKET NEED
When immersed in the “all paper” world, customers were required to place orders with employees by
phone, by walking into the office, or by mailing in a request. Staff created an invoice and gave it to the
customer along with the completed order. This process was very time consuming.
 Customers had to wait for our regular business hours
 Customers had to take time to come in to the office and either:
o pay for parking, or
o wait for mail delivery.
Mistakes made along the way were plentiful, starting with the possible misunderstanding over what was
ordered, typos on the certificate, invoice errors, or phone number errors. These all caused more delays
for the customers. Unpaid invoices meant sending second notices which caused additional customer
inquiries and employees time spent researching the order. These situations sometimes escalated into a
customer accusing an employee of not mailing the order to the customer and the employee resorting to
blaming the postal service. If an invoice remained unpaid after a second notice, the invoice was sent to
collections which caused the same circle of customer inquiries, employee research, etc. Our Finance
Division had issues with the time they were spending on voiding invoices, reconciling payments with the
correct invoices, and sending unpaid invoices to collections.
Finance realized that our procedure wasn’t cost effective and met with us to eliminate invoices. They
requested that payment be made upfront for these services. We simplified the fee schedule and
created an order form that was available on our website. However, customers were still required to
either hand deliver the order and payment or place them in the mail. There were still
misunderstandings on what was ordered, i.e. the exact entity name, incorrect payment, etc. and delayed
service due to typos.
There were two to three employees dedicated to completing the orders. They worked from sample
certificate books consisting of three ring binders with over 200 different examples. (See Fig. 2) The
binders were impossible to keep up to date and organized.
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Fig. 2 – Photo of Sample Certificate binders

Throughout any given day, employees staffing phones or the front counter were either taking customer
requests or searching to see if, and when, an order was completed. Supervisors would get involved
when a customer became frustrated over misunderstandings, lost orders, etc.
Employees were frustrated. Customers were unhappy. There had to be a better way.

OUR SOLUTION
How did we accomplish this? It took 8 years of staff discussions, research, and collaboration before the
final requirements were written. Project documentation was started which included writing a business
case and creating a cost benefit analysis. See Figure 3 for the substantial projected savings.
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Fig. 3 – Excerpt from Business Case
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Fig. 3 – Excerpt from Business Case continued

When Secretary Gessler took office, he worked with staff to put together several online enhancements.
This innovative bill was named the Business Efficiency Suite. Our Business Efficiency Suite idea became
law under Senate Bill 12-123 and was signed by Governor Hickenlooper on May 11, 2012. (See Fig.4)
This legislation enabled our Business and Licensing Division to improve existing online filing systems as
well as create new functions during the next three years. Most important, the bill included funding for
the project. The specific statute for online certification is C.R.S. § 24-21-111.5 (1) (IV) (c). “Enhancements
for external certifications that allow users to obtain certified documents, certificates of fact, and any
other similar authentications that the secretary deems necessary.”
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Fig. 4 – Governor signed SB 12-123

Our business employees worked closely with IT to document system requirements. Our legal staff
worded several different types of certificates to cover each option that the customer would have. Since
each of our Good Standing certificates had a unique confirmation number that could be validated on our
website, our customers were familiar with this security feature. We decided to continue using that
option on our new certificates. We surveyed customers as to why they were ordering long form Good
Standing certificates or other facts to ensure that we could continue to meet their needs.
We knew through our research that some popular certificates of fact were standard requirements for
filings in other states. We devised work arounds for those when we learned that our system would not
be able to process examples of all approximately 200 types of certificates employees had been creating
manually. For example, the long form Good Standing certificate features a print friendly option for an
entity’s filing history that the customer can print and attach to a Certificate of Good Standing and create
their own long form Good Standing certificate. (See Figs. 5 & 6)
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Fig. 5 – Option added for a print-friendly version of the entity history
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Fig. 6 – Entity history summarized from the print-friendly option

Once programming was done, our employees tested the system using test scripts to identify coding
issues. Next we reached out to our multi-filer representatives and various law firms and asked them to
come to the office to help test. They eagerly came and gave us valuable critiques, which were sent back
to IT to include in the program. (See Fig. 7) Our stakeholders also went back to their offices and spread
the word among their coworkers and associates.

Fig. 7 – Body of email referencing External Testing feedback

Subject: Online Certificates External Testing Feedback
Below are the IT responses/understanding for these items. Please let me know if we are in agreement
on these so we can move forward with the development
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The Back button from Fact of Existence navigated back to a different point from where they
started. Consider adding some language to the screen that clarifies this will happen. –
‘Certificate of fact of trade name’ and ‘Certificate of fact of existence’ go to the exact same page
so we can’t really change the title text to be different – Is there another option we can try to help
clarify that the Back button won’t navigate back to where they are expecting? This was confusing
to both internal and external testers, so we hope there are some options or ideas that can help
eliminate the confusion.













Add to FAQs that a black and white or color copy will be accepted. – Business task with an IT
publish -OK
Change the language on Certificate of Merger to Merger, without reference to survivor or nonsurvivor. – where the Certificate reference merger in the event column we will change the event
to just say ‘Merger’ – Just to clarify – the Certificate itself should just say Merger as that is what
the document being certified is. The event column should still remain as is (Nonsurviving Entity
in Merger/Surviving Entity in Merger). Currently the Certificate says what the event column has
but it should only say Merger.
Add date & time to printer friendly version of Certified Copies page printout. Since this will be
attached to a Certificate of Good Standing to replace the long form good standing the date
would show that the certificate and the printout coincide. – we will add mm/dd/yyyy hh:mm to
the top of the page in 24 hour format-OK
Once the Business Services Request email has been set up, change the email on the message
saying “Please contact us” when no image is found. – email address will be changed to
BusinessServicesRequest@sos.state.co.us-OK
On the Validation page, show the page count that was included with the certificate. – This will
not be done-OK
Suggestion – for the procedure to clean up records using the Business Services Request form,
consider sending a confirmation email back to the requestor saying the request has been
received and is being worked on. – Business task-OK
Can the prepaid account limit be reduced? – See Kathryn-OK

RESULTS AND BENEFITS
Customers can get any certified copy or certificates 24/7. They no longer need to worry about mailing
delays, paying for parking to walk into our downtown office, typos or misunderstandings. Here are
some of the comments we received:
“Just for the record, I think your office and its website is the best.”
“Nice job! I really like how you set this up.”
“I am very impressed … I gave it a test and it is very easy and fast.”
“… just ecstatic over it!”

Prior to our online certificates going live, customers were able to obtain a Certificate of Good Standing
and plain copies of any document filed. We collected monthly statistics for the number of Good
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Standings requested but did not track the number of copies of documents printed. We were amazed at
the demand for certified copies as shown by the statistics we started getting every day. (See Figs. 8, 9 &
10)
Fig. 8 – Comparison of paper vs online requests and FTE
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Fig. 9 – Daily count of certificates issued online
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Fig. 10 – Monthly count of certificates issued online

We knew that our online entity records weren’t perfect. We revised our online FAQs to expressly ask
customers to alert us to record problems they found. (See Fig. 11) For some of the problems, we added
a form that the customer can complete and send the request to us via email. (See Fig. 12)
Fig. 11 – Examples from our FAQs
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Fig. 12 – Example of Request Form

The FTE that were in this work unit are cross training in other work units. Ongoing cross training is
invaluable for continuing to provide excellent customer service.
For example, our data analyst gathered statistics and started graphing when the peak periods are during
the day for Service Center phone calls. The analyst also graphed when peak period days are during each
month. As a result, employees that were working in the certification work unit are now working in the
Service Center during those peak periods. Or, those certification unit employees are helping work the
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document queues, processing mail, assisting front desk customers, etc. while other work unit FTE are
assisting in the Service Center.
This also provides additional resources for our customers in any work unit that may be short staffed on
any given day due to vacations, illness, emergencies, training, etc. The Operations management staff
meet for 30 minutes or less every morning to review staffing, schedules, and workloads for that day and
the near future to determine which unit has the greatest staffing need and which employees are best
suited to fill that need, all while keeping the other work units functional. (See Fig. 13) Online Certificates
was key to freeing up resources and allows us to flex to other needed functions.
Fig. 13 – Example of our morning planning tool

LESSONS LEARNED
1. Never assume that what has been done manually can be reproduced by an online system.
a. Over the years, IT has had to switch systems in order to maintain the integrity of the
records and to stay abreast with innovation. Also, going from an in-house only data
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entry of paper filed documents to a combination of both online filings plus in-house
data entry of a few paper filed documents resulted in an inability to track name changes
within an entity’s record by the system. We learned while we were in the middle of the
project that we were unable to provide a Certificate of Fact of Name Change. Our
solution is to provide the certified copy of the document that changed the entity name.
b. Another issue was found when we tested the certified copy feature. Some older records
that were created by older data and different naming of documents from prior statutes
resulted in incorrect naming on the certificates. We had to change the wording in some
certificates to just state “document” and not a specific type of document since the data
in the system did not clearly track the correct type of document filed.
2. Always stay in communication with your IT staff. The Business staff thought we were very
clear with our needs as written in the requirements document. During testing, we were very
surprised by IT’s understanding of what constituted a certified copy of a complete record and
our knowledge of what the customer would expect. Due to different statutory requirements, IT
programming had separated an entity’s trade name and trademark records from the other filed
documents in the entity’s history. Therefore, “complete record” included only documents in the
entity history but excluded trade names or trademarks that were linked to the entity. This
misunderstanding caused a two week delay but was ultimately resolved.
3. Customers prefer gold seals. When we first put Certificates of Good Standing online in July
2001, we were caught off guard by the number of requests that we still received. The online
good standing certificates were free but customers were still paying us to provide them. We
started talking to our regular customers and found that they wanted our in-house certificates
because they looked more “official” due to the gold seal. So we designed the new system
certificates to look official with the gold seal as long as the customer prints to a color printer.
Now that color printers are everywhere, we were comfortable with mandating that certificates
were solely available online and our staff would no longer furnish them.
4. Prepare the customers and recipients for the proposed change.
a. We started talking to our regular customers about the online certificates a couple of
years ago. We also started talking about the project at IACA for two years. As the
release date drew near, we posted notification of the upcoming change on our home
web page. We also sent that notice out to all subscribers to our email notification
system and to IACA subscribers. We notified the U.S. Department of State and other
foreign consulates. While most of the feedback has been great, we do hear from
customers once in a while that the state they are trying to do business with will not
accept the certified document. We then call and talk to that state to ensure that they
will accept the certified copy since we no longer issue a specific certificate regarding a
particular fact.
b. The help we received from the external testers spreading the word was invaluable! It
would have been beneficial to have more external testers to help educate their
associates and spread the word. After participating in testing, several testers continued
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to ask us often when the functionality would be released because they were anxious to
use the new service.
5. Customers prefer certified copies vs plain copies. As mentioned above in the Results and
Benefits section, we had no comprehension of the untapped demand for certified copies. The
customers obviously preferred them but settled for plain copies of documents that they could
print themselves, rather than go through the process of ordering and paying for certified copies
under the prior system. Plus, there is the added benefit of receiving an instant true record that
is more accurate.
6. External testing adds value. We reached out to our regular customers, to members of our
business advisory board, and to the Colorado Bar Association and invited them to come to our
office to help test the online certificate system. We had a conference room with a large table
reserved for a couple of dates to accommodate their schedules. We prepared the room with
laptops. The testers were able to work separately yet in close enough proximity to each other
that they learned from other testers and collaborated over end results. We received some
valuable feedback from them that we included in the project.
It has been our policy to introduce new enhancements with a smaller fee to encourage our customers to
embrace the online system. Since we had kept the Certificate of Good Standing as a free feature over
the years, we chose to release our online certificates as free to the customers also. However, we could
monetize this system if the need for more revenue develops in the future.
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